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Life Drawing

We provide the following art materials for drawing: easel, wood board, paper, normal pencils,
sanguine, sepia, charcoal, ink. We invited nude model to study the fundamental
principles,methods and techniques of classical art.

What we’ll do on Life Drawing

During our first hour class, we’ll walk through the basics of drawing different poses 5-15min,
and how to approach them. We find the best way to learn is to jump right in, so be prepared
to be drawing for the entire session! After the last pose, we take a break for 15-20 minutes.
This is a great chance to mingle, recharge and get feedback about your work. Our second
hour has longer poses 15 min than the first one. This class is great on its own or as a
continuance of the first class. It's guided by professional artist Sergei Rozhnov, please take
the opportunity to observe his art work sergeirozhnov.com At the end of the second class we
have an optional critique for everyone who’s joined us, and a chance for everyone to see
everyone else’s work.

This experience is an opportunity to study from real life working only with live models. 2
hours workshops.

A few important notes:
- The model is fully nude (only the model is nude, they are all professional performers with a
contract that respects their privacy).
- No pictures allowed, any inappropriate behaviour will result in expulsion from the event
immediately.
- The activity takes place in a closed room with no distractions from the venue. - Participants
can leave at any time if they feel uncomfortable.

By signing up for the life drawing session, you accept the above conditions and
understand that the Art Roof Top and its staff/contractors are not liable for any
injury/accident, however caused.

Parent (s) name & signature: _____________________________________________

Participant(s) name, age:____________________________________________________
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